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NEWSLETTER FOR  

JANUARY, FEBRUARY, AND MARCH 2019
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SUMMERY 
As I’m writing this we already in the end of April. The biggest worry is 

that the long rains have still not arrived and its affecting the whole 

country…livestock don’t have food, crops are dying, rivers are drying 

up…climate change….what to say…. 

What we can be proud of is the fact that we now have 132 students who 

receive free education at our school! We also pay school fees for 24 

students who are attending class 7 in the neighbouring school. So in 

total 165 kids are getting sponsored… pretty cool! 

Most of the pictures in this newsletter are stills from a video made by 

our friend Trond that you can see here: https://www.youtube.com/

watch?feature=youtu.be&v=4h-vfNoNNQ4&app=desktop  

Thanks for all your support and happy reading! 

- Big hugs from Lindsay and all the crazy cats at Eco Moyo  
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SCHOOL OPENING 2019
In Kenya, school starts in January and consists of three terms. Our students 

were happy to come back and they look so cool in their new uniforms! 

(Thanks to Bente, Kjell and their friends!)
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NEW STUDENTS 

School starts at a very early age in Kenya and we now have our first 

kindergarten class! 32 four year olds and a few five year olds have joined our 

school this year. These kids will be the first class to finish all their years of 

primary school with us! For them, it is all about play and having fun. For us it 

is all about understanding the new curriculum and getting used to having 

these tiny, tiny people hanging around :)
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ENGLISH SKILLS ARE IMPROVING

Finally it is paying off! The morning sessions of storybook reading seems to 

be really improving the students English skills! They read parts of the story 

one by one and then the group discusses the content. And they all love it!
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IN CLASS

As the Kenyan curriculum is taught in English - it really is a challenge for 

those who struggle with the language…. But our students are really trying 

and slowly by slowly, the grades are improving. And they are so active!!
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OUTDOOR LESSONS

Last term we decided that every teacher had to plan for one outdoor lesson 

each day. We have noticed that the students  seem to remember more of the 

content from these lessons compared to when they learn in the classrooms 

settings. One of many steps towards moving towards practical teaching.

LEAP LEARNING
Leap Learning is a computer based learning system where the students can 

choose from more than 300 apps that are fun and educational. One test -

tablet was brought from Norway to see how the students would respons to it 

- and they love it. They are even choosing to do multiplication! Hopefully, 

we will build a computer lab with 15 of these tablets by the end of the year.  
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CREATIVE ARTS

Our brilliant students weaving straw baskets and making pictures from 

bottles tops! Recycling and creating beauty around our school!
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GROWING PROJECTS

Despite the lack of rains, the students have made school gardens by bringing 

plants and flowers from the village and using recycled glass bottles to make 

the boundary. Hoping to move towards more vegetable products later. 
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We installed a drip line last year, but due to water shortage we have not 

been able use it properly until now. We have also made more water swales 

and terrasses along our site to stop the water from eroding the ground and 

allowing the terrasses to soak it up easier. But we need more rain before we 

start planting anything here…. - come on rain!
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NEW PLAYGROUND
New swings and other fun equipment was made during the Christmas holidays. 

So when the school opened the kids were wild and are really enjoying 

themselves. Expanding the playground is a mission for sure!!!
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JOLLY PHONICS TEACHERS TRAINING

Most of our teachers joined a workshop called “Jolly Phonics”. It basically 

introduces a way of teaching sounds using songs and dances and helps the 

children read with a better understanding of the words. Later, we visited the 

school that has promoted this on the coast and together we have planned for 

loads of future collaboration between our schools. Very exciting!!!
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DONATIONS

Thanks to Sollatek for donating 10 portable solar lanterns to our school!  

And not to mention Stafettpinnen - a Norwegian charity that donated a 

generous amount towards teachers salaries! AND we were given a very nice 

computer by Steinar Wiig - a big thanks to all of you for helping out!
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THANKS FOR READING!
If you want to get more involved, you can contact us on post@ecomoyo.com   

We are always looking for future collaboration in the sectors; education, 

sports, creative arts, agriculture and…well anything really :) 

- And we always need more cash and sponsors hehe… details below….

Eco Moyo Education Centre

Nummer: 
10968
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